
         
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 



 

 

From: Tom Dower <tom.dower@lanzatech.com> 

Subject: Support for SB11 "Clean Fuel Standard Act" 

Date: January 26, 2021 at 11:51:40 AM MST 

To: Tom Dower <tom.dower@lanzatech.com> 

Dear Madam Chair, Madam Vice Chair and members of the Senate Conservation Committee, 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide support for Senate Bill 11, the “Clean Fuel Standard Act.”  I am 

Tom Dower, Vice President, Public Policy for carbon recycling company LanzaTech.  

Our technology takes carbon from industrial and other waste streams, and uses a novel bacteria-based 

fermentation process to convert that carbon into sustainable ethanol, jet fuel, chemicals and other 

products.  Suitable inputs to our technology include municipal wastes, agricultural and forestry residues, 

and industrial emissions.  Our technology platform provides just one illustration of the diversity of 

materials that can be used to produce low-carbon fuels and therefore the importance of technology-

neutral policies.  This clean fuel standard would provide a market-based approach to lowering New 

Mexico’s carbon emissions while attracting investment from companies which can create jobs and 

provide the sustainable transportation fuels of today and the future.  

 Thank you, again, and we urge prompt enactment of this legislation.  

 Best, 

Tom 

Tom Dower | LanzaTech 

Vice President, Public Policy  

+1 (847) 324-2490 voicemail  |  tom.dower@lanzatech.com 

8045 Lamon Ave. Suite 400 | Skokie, IL | 60077 

http://www.lanzatech.com 
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News 
LCFC APP LAUDS  NEW M E XICO’S  PROPOSED CL EA N FUEL  

STANDARD ACT  LEGIS LAT ION  

Sacramento, CA, (January 21, 2021) -- The Low Carbon Fuels Coalition is applauding 

yesterday’s announcement by Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham (D-NM) of the state’s 

proposed Clean Fuel Standard Act that would help diversify New Mexico’s economy while 

decreasing greenhouse gas emissions. The Coalition is playing a leading role in helping 

shape clean fuel policy at the state and national level.  

The legislation, Senate Bill 11, sponsored by New Mexico Representative Nathan Small and 

Senator Mimi Stewart is supported by state agencies including New Mexico Environment, 

New Mexico Economic Development, New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources, 

and New Mexico Agriculture. It is an important next step in reducing greenhouse gas 

pollutants after Governor Lujan Grisham directed an Executive Order “On Addressing 

Climate Change and Energy Waste Prevention” in early 2019.  

“This proposed legislation aligns with the Coalition’s mission to support market-based 

clean fuel policies in the United States,” said Graham Noyes, Executive Director of the Low 

Carbon Fuels Coalition. “New Mexico Senate Bill 11 is exemplary of the kind of solid policy 

that will drive innovation and economic development in low carbon fuels, while improving 

air quality and reducing waste streams. We look forward to working with the Governor on 

this important legislation.”  

Adelante Consulting, Inc., a New Mexico-based firm with expertise in market-based trading 

programs and a member of the Low Carbon Fuels Coalition, identified the adoption of a low 

carbon fuel standard in New Mexico as a key policy prerequisite to attract bio -based 

industry to the state in a feasibility study for Sandoval County, NM in 2020. “SB11 is a win 

for New Mexico’s environment and economy,” said Amy Brown, Chief Operating Officer for 

Adelante Consulting and a member of the Low Carbon Fuels Coalition’s Board of Directors.  

If enacted, the Clean Fuel Standard Act will establish a market -based approach to cut 

greenhouse gas emissions from transportation fuels, requiring fuel producers and 

importers to reduce the amount of carbon in fuels used in New Mexico — a 10% reduction 

by 2030 and a 20% reduction by 2040. Fuel producers and importers can meet a lowe r 

carbon fuel standard by purchasing credits if they are not able to produce fuels that meet 

the carbon standard. Credits may be generated from any business in any sector of our 

economy – including the agriculture, chemical, dairy, energy, film, forestry, manufacturing, 

mining, oil and gas, waste management and wastewater treatment industries. The Clean 

Fuel Standard Act does not apply to retailers of transportation fuels, like gas stations. The 

proposed Standard will now make its way through the 60-day New Mexico legislative 

session.  

For more information, view the Governor’s announcement HERE. 

https://www.lcfcoalition.com/press-release-41520
https://www.lcfcoalition.com/press-release-41520
https://www.env.nm.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2021-01-20-Clean-Fuel-Standard-Actfiled.pdf
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BayoTech Supports New Mexico Clean Fuel 
Standard Act 
Jan 28 

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (January 28, 2021) — Sen. Mimi Stewart and Rep. Nathan Small filed the New 

Mexico Clean Fuel Standard Act (Senate Bill 11), a Governor’s priority bill that would bring an estimated 

$47 million in economic investments annually to the state while significantly reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions from the transportation sector. The transportation sector is the second-largest source of 

greenhouse gas emissions in New Mexico behind the oil and gas industry.  

The Clean Fuel Standard Act will establish a market-based approach to cut greenhouse gas emissions 

from transportation fuels, requiring fuel producers and importers to reduce the amount of carbon in 

fuels used in New Mexico — a 10% reduction by 2030 and a 20% reduction by 2040. This bill aims to 

help New Mexico reduce carbon emissions and protect air quality while creating new jobs and opening 

up the state to economic investment in low-carbon fuels, like hydrogen. 

BayoTech President and Chief Executive Officer, Mo Vargas, commented:  

“BayoTech fully supports the Clean Fuel Standard Act. New Mexico has long been considered an oil and 

gas state and clean fuels, like hydrogen, represent an opportunity to transition to clean energy while 

supporting job growth and attracting economic investment. We are committed to working together 

with the government and people of New Mexico to support this transition and make the state a leader 

in low to zero carbon fuel production”.  

BayoTech Chief Commercial Officer, Stewart Stewart, added:  

“The Clean Fuel Standard is an important step on the pathway to economic development and carbon 

reduction in the state of New Mexico. BayoTech is proud to support this legislation, which will attract 

high-value partnerships in the transportation sector and advance our goal of making New Mexico a 

hydrogen hub for the United States”.   

If enacted, New Mexico would join two other states, Oregon and California, which already have their 

own CFS programs. The State of California has had a CFS program in place since 2011 and the State 

of Washington is currently presenting a legislative proposal to begin a CFS program. New Mexicans 

are encouraged to contact their legislators and ask that they support the Clean Fuel Standard Act. 

 

https://www.bayotech.us/news/bayotech-supports-new-mexico-clean-fuel-standard
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From: Sarah Wentzel-Fisher  

Subject: Support for SB11 

Date: February 1, 2021 at 10:27:06 AM MST 

To: James.Kenney@state.nm.us 

January 29, 2021 

 

Secretary James Kenney 

New Mexico Environment Department 

 

Dear Secretary Kenney, 

I would like to register my support for NM SB 11 The Clean Fuel Standard Act. Professionally, I direct the Quivira 

Coalition, but I write as a livestock producer, board member of the Southwest Grasssfed Livestock Alliance, and 

citizen of New Mexico who cares deeply about our working lands. In the past three years, the Quivira Coalition has 

initiated work focused on improving soil health on working lands in New Mexico. My partner’s farm, Polk’s Folly, a 

diversified hog operation in the East Mountains, has actively engaged in projects to increase capture of farm waste 

products to create amendments to restore rangeland in the state. While not directly related to this bill, the way we 

approach climate change must be multi-sector and multi-faceted. I see a direct connection and benefit to the work 

we are doing here and SB11. The bill represents an opportunity to support and incentivize land management 

practices that not only will help address excess carbon in the atmosphere, but other essential ecosystems 

functions like biodiversity and clean water, as well as increase the economic viability of agricultural operations.  

SB 11 would reward those ranchers who are practicing regenerative grazing and are able to document increased 

carbon sequestration on their rangelands. In turn, these practices would increase ranch profitability and positively 

impact small businesses in surrounding rural communities as a result, including new processing plants which are 

badly needed in New Mexico and marketing jobs for local residents. 

The Quivira Coalition is currently working on a Collaborative Conservation Grant funded by the US Department of 

Agriculture to work with ranchers in New Mexico to create ranch plans focused on soil health and designed to help 

ranchers shift to climate resilient, regenerative grazing and land management practices. Part of our work revolves 

around not only looking to existing vehicles for financial support like NRCS EQIP programs, but also keeping a pulse 

on emerging carbon markets which help offset the costs of shifting a ranch to regenerative practices.  

In this vein, SB 11 would support and incentivize ranchers to practice good documentable management techniques 

as well as offering the potential for a new local revenue stream, of import to both ranchers and  their local 

community. Offering financial credits for ecosystem services such as soil and habitat improvement, carbon accrual 

and biomass production, would incentivize ranchers and other landowners to manage their lands with 

regenerative practices; these could in turn encourage healthy range management, improve ranch profitability and 

stimulate local rural development, offering alternative income streams such as the sale of value-added meat 

products, processing plants, biomass sales and hunting and tourism possibilities.   

I believe that NM SB 11 is a step in the right direction. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Wentzel-Fisher  

2515 Consuelo Ln NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87104 
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February 2, 2021 

Senator Mimi Stewart 
490 Old Santa Fe Trail  
Capitol Room 115A 
Santa Fe, NM  87501 
 
SB 11 
 
Dear Senator Stewart, 
 
Rocky Mountain Farmers Union is a progressive, grassroots organization dedicated to achieving 
profitability for family farmers and ranchers while promoting stewardship of land and water 
resources.  We strive to deliver safe, healthy food to consumers, and strengthening rural 
communities through education, legislation, and cooperation. 
 
Rocky Mountain Farmers Union (RMFU) would like to go on record to support SB 11.  Our members 
support all types of energy production and would like to think we have made an impact on ethanol 
production in several states.  Although, corn is not a big commodity in New Mexico and likely will 
not have a large part in the overall reduction of carbon-based fuels for New Mexico.  Knowing the 
rules developed will have an impact on agriculture, we would appreciate a seat at the table when 
the rules are adopted to assure the rules do not impact agriculture negatively.  We would hope to 
provide producers some type of offsets for their losses with some type of advantage in carbon 
markets or some other additional offset.  Farmers and ranchers will have numerous opportunities 
to take advantage of advanced carbon markets and models to offset the carbon they emit. Our 
members support all sources of energy, but our interest is growing to reduce fossil fuel production 
and increase alternative fuel sources.   
 

We must lower our emissions, Clean Air and Clean Fuel Standards are a must do for our 
State—our Nation.   Agriculture can play a big role in that reduction. 

 
Sincerely, 

Bill Midcap 
Bill Midcap 
Senior Policy Advisor 
Rocky Mountain Farmers Union 
Santa Fe, NM 

     

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


